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SUREKHA NELAVALA

Luther’s Sutra: An Indian,
Subaltern (Dalit) Perspective
Lutheranism, which started in early sixteenth-century

process. Another question that

Europe, made its way to the small mud hut of my grand-

needs to be asked is whether the

parents in a remote village of India, in the early twentieth

ongoing reformation is taking

century. My grandparents lived as daily wage laborers, and

place in the right direction. We

were completely illiterate. Lutheranism transformed their

need to revisit this reforming

lives, and thus transformed mine.

movement again and again in

“Justification by grace alone, faith alone, scripture

order to continue to speak truth

alone, and Christ alone!” That is something of Luther’s

to power, and thus to carry

sutra—the Sanskrit term for the “thread” or “string” of a

forward the legacy of Luther. He

whole way of life, captured in aphoristic form. Why does

stood for what he believed was

Luther’s sutra—grace alone, faith alone, scripture alone,

the truth, and so led a libera-

Christ alone—matter after 500 years and to those on

tion movement against oppressive traditions that denied

different corners of our earth?

access to scriptures and truth.
Luther’s sutra summarizes the gist of what the refor-

The Sutra in Luther’s Life

mation movement was, and is, all about. It is about
justification—or how a person is made “right” with God.

Church has always been about transformation and refor-

What the medieval church proclaimed about justification

mation. What do I mean by that? It is essential for faith

differed dramatically from what Luther discovered from

communities in every generation and in different parts of
the world to ask for the guidance of the Holy Spirit for the
church’s renewal. Now, 500 years after the start of the

“We need to revisit this reforming

Lutheran church, we are wondering what this reformation

movement again and again in order to

means. Is the Lutheran Reformation an event or is it an
ongoing theological movement? Martin Luther’s 95 Theses
of 1517 may mark a reformation event, but the church

continue to speak truth to power, and
thus to carry forward the legacy of Luther.”

is dynamic, and reformation and renewal is an ongoing
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scripture. Searching for justification through the means

belonged to a community that was designated as outcasts,

that the church offered, Luther not only experienced the

treated as untouchables, and called chandalas (disgusting

lack of justification, but was filled with fear for the wrath

people). Such designations attribute eternal impurity to

of God. Being a monk, he tried everything that the church

whole communities and bar access to redemption based

claimed would bring justification, and he was extraordi-

on one’s birth.

narily successful as a monk. You name it, he did it—all in

According to the Manu Smriti or Laws of Manu (the

the quest to be righteous or justified in God’s eyes. Later,

popular social and religious law for the land of India), the

by reconsidering scriptural proclamations such as, “justi-

“dwellings [of the untouchables] should be outside of the

fication by faith” (Rom 1:17), Luther unlocked a door that

village; they must use discarded bowls, and dogs and

transformed his life and the life of the church at large.

donkeys shall be their wealth. Their clothing should be
the clothes of the dead, and their food should be in broken
dishes” (Laws of Manu 10:51-52). Until today, untouchables,

“Many of us may no longer take Luther’s

those who self-identify as “Dalits,” have lived mostly in

sutra—justification by grace alone, faith

the outskirts of Indian villages, especially in rural India.

alone, scripture alone, and Christ alone—

However, by education, migration, and upgraded economic
status, Dalits are now able to buy or rent space in main-

as a matter of life and death. Does it still

stream places, and the Indian Constitution ensures equal

matter after 500 years?”

rights to all the citizens. Yet discrimination, even within
this contemporary context, happens in subtle ways.
My grandparents—Dalits in India—converted to

That a person is justified by God’s unmerited grace

Lutheran Christianity. After their conversion, another door

through faith—and not by the person’s own works—was the

to education opened, but then my grandparents had to

most important teaching that Luther found in the scriptures.

make a hard choice: whether or not to let their daughter,

It stood in stark contrast to what he had been taught. The

their first born, go to a boarding school in a nearby town. It

selling of indulgences easily led to abuse. They signaled a

was unheard of. They had to make this choice in isolation,

misinterpretation of the scriptures; indeed, these imperi-

as none of the other villagers were willing to send their

alistic and hierarchical practices controlled access to the

daughters. The bold choice of my grandparents was

scriptures and to grace itself. By critiquing the sale of indul-

critical again to my own transformation. Their daughter,

gences, in fact, by critiquing the entire system that controlled

my mother, completed her high school diploma, trained as

access to God’s Word and God’s grace, Martin Luther opened

a teacher and served as an elementary school teacher for

a door that brought light and enlightenment first to Western

nearly 35 years. She was the only woman from her village

culture and church and then to the rest of the world.

and her generation to be educated.

Fast-forward to our globally interconnected, post-

There was another door that was critical, yet again.

modern context. Many of us may no longer take Luther’s

My father was a shepherd boy until he was eleven years

sutra—justification by grace alone, faith alone, scripture

old. He went along with his father since he was six, and at

alone, and Christ alone—as a matter of life and death.

age ten he was given the responsibility as a shepherd of

Does it still matter after 500 years? Are we far too

the flock that belonged to their Dalit village. There were

“advanced” that it no longer matters? Or does it have

some others who went to the boarding school, and he

implications for us in other ways?

listened to the tales of school and education from other
friends. His desire to be educated and to participate in

The Sutra in Rural India

sports (being gifted by athletic instincts) led him to a
bold act of resistance. One fine day, he left the flock in

Certainly Lutheranism and Luther’s sutra has touched

the fields, ran ten miles to a nearby town, and made his

my life. They touched the lives of my grandparents, who

way to speak to the principal of a boarding school. He
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was ridiculed for his image of shepherd boy, shamed for
his age, for his desire to begin his schooling at the age
of eleven. But his relentless efforts also helped him go
to school. Soon he became popular through sports and
surpassed many obstacles. It was critical that my father
opened this door to pave the way to my life that is today.
He graduated from high school, and trained and served
as a teacher for nearly 30 years.
With the same spirit and strength that he ran away
with as an eleven year old boy, my father soon assumed
some leadership roles in his teaching career. He stood
by what he believed was truth, and was unafraid to speak
truth to power against people who discriminated some of
the Dalit teachers. As a result, my parents were transferred to a punishment area on an island, where most
people were fishermen folk. Submitting to the order, my
parents moved to the island, where they were the only
educated adults. They became the people who practiced
first aid, ran the school (two teachers teaching the entire
elementary school consisting of 200 students!), and
motivated the parents to send their children to school.
They established a relationship with the people of this
island, but paid the price of losing two children, each
under the age of one, due to the remoteness of the village
that made medical help inaccessible. All that they know
is that both children cried through the night, but they are
not sure why they passed.
I was born, along with my five other siblings, in a hut,

Subaltern Women
“Can the subaltern speak?” Writing from a Dalit woman’s
perspective, Gayatri Spivak’s question has been widely
cited and used in contextual, post-colonial, feminist,
literary, and biblical studies.1 This question is unsettling
to me, both as a subaltern woman, on the one hand, and
as a person who has “voice,” on the other hand. By definition and by its rhetoric, subaltern cannot speak, because
they are often treated as noisy beings, and thus they are
suppressed as people with no voice.
The question, “can the subaltern speak?” almost comes
as an irrelevant question in the Dalit context, because they
are often seen as louder than other women of caste, as
in Indian culture it is shameful for women to be loud and
to be heard in public. Thus, from a certain perspective
and level, all women from India are socially and culturally expected to be subaltern. In such a culture, when one
asks whether the subaltern can speak, it comes across as
unwarranted rhetoric in a context in which to be subaltern
is an honorable state for a woman. However, the shameless
Dalit women are not afraid of being shamed, since they don’t
carry “honor” by their outcaste status to guard themselves
against being shamed in the first place. They are subaltern
because they are not heard—not because they cannot speak.
They are often disregarded as clumsy and noisy by the
dominant patriarchal caste culture.

with no medical assistance, except for my grandaunt,

The Sutra in Scripture

who is completely illiterate, and a group of a few other

Subaltern people receive grace, and they have faith but

women in the village. It is by grace alone that I am still

do not have tools to read scriptures and understand high

alive, as I could have been struck by any number of deadly

church doctrines or traditions. They are justified in Christ

diseases. My parent’s education, their teaching careers,

because justification does not require knowledge of

their economic upgrade to the lower middle-class stage

scriptures. It does not require one to be a particular color,

(according to Indian standards) helped open one door at

creed, race or religion—contrary to what was told to my

a time to transcend my life in many ways, and to break

ancestors. Lutheranism approached them with good news

through the barriers of many obstacles. I stand here

that they are children of God.

today giving voice to and interpreting the experience with

In popular understandings of justification, facing the

complete privilege as an educated woman, living in the

righteous God means entering into the Kingdom of God, or

western world, shaped by the consciousness of subaltern

rather, to eternal life. Here I would like to provide a lens

people, in my case, by the Dalits. My voice is a reminder

from a subaltern perspective to one of the parables that

of my privilege. My lens is informed by my own life experi-

explains the Kingdom of God in different terms. What does

ences, sharpened by educational tools, and cleansed by a

it mean when a subaltern person looks at the text? Do they

critical consciousness.

bring a different view, a different vision?
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The parable of the vineyard and the laborers begins

submission to a model of power-disparity that exists even

with Jesus’s statement: “For the kingdom of heaven is like

in the Kingdom of God. My memory matches historical

a landowner who went out early in the morning to hire

interpretations, which applauded God the King for his

laborers for his vineyard” (Matt 20:1). Even though Jesus

generosity, who offers an alternative kingdom model.

explains some of his parables, this parable goes without
explanation, thus calling readers to come to their own
understandings and interpretations.
According to the parable, the owner of the vineyard hires
workers and promises to pay them a denarius for a full
day’s work. Without any further negotiations, the laborers

“The landowner unmistakably asks
those who can’t find work a famously
judgmental question.”

begin their work, evidently accepting that the deal is fair.
About the third hour, the owner goes out, sees the people

The landowner in the parable exhibits an alternative

who are jobless, and invites them to work in his vineyard.

model of kingship. The landowner continues to invite the

He tells them, “’you also go into the vineyard, and I will pay

laborers who are in need of work. My interpretation here

you whatever is right.’ So they went” (v. 4). Here again there

is best kept in tension with the fact that kingdom imagery

is evidence of trust between the owner and the laborers.

often leads to injustice. While it does seem unfair at the

Interestingly, the owner goes out again two more times and

outset, the landowner, who represents God, ensures

invites even more workers to work for him in the vineyard.

fairness and justice through an act of reconciliation. The

But the owner doesn’t stop; the day is almost over, yet

workers who are hired at first are the people who are

he goes out again and finds some others standing around.

privileged and are able to grab an opportunity for work and

The owner does not just invite them this time but asks

earn their livelihood. Compared to these workers, the ones

them a question, seemingly a genuine question: “Why are

who did not find work until later are faced with factors that

you standing here idle all day?” (v. 6) The answer is rather

leave them somewhat marginalized in the society. People

surprising. They tell him, “because no one has hired us”

who are marginalized have to make extra efforts to be able

(v. 7). The story makes a shift at this point. The landown-

to find work and make a living. The final group of people

er’s question conveys prejudgment, as if the laborers

called into the fields are the downtrodden, marginalized,

were lazy and did not look for work, standing idle all day.

invisible and subaltern people, who are often misun-

Although the potential workers are taken aback with

derstood and misjudged for their misfortunes and thus

that question, they tell him that no one has hired them,

re-victimized as judged. The landowner unmistakably asks

including the landowner himself.

those who can’t find work a famously judgmental question:

A subaltern perspective ask some deeper questions at

“Why are you standing here idle all day?” Although the

this point: What makes them stand there all day long? Why

landowner who represents God enters the dialogue with

were they denied an opportunity to work? What factors

stereotypical presumption, upon hearing their answer, he

could cause their invisibility? They lost a day of work,

quickly responds with appropriate action, inviting them to

not because they were lazy, but because they didn’t find

the work.

someone to hire them to work. They were simply deprived
of earning their daily bread. They were unemployed even
though there is potential work. Only when they tell him

“Grace for all is a subaltern perspective.”

no one has hired them does the landowner invite them to
work and join the other laborers.
My memory of listening to the interpretation of this

The landowner in the story offers an alternative model

parable—from Sunday school, from pulpits, and from

for perceiving God’s this-worldly justice. Not only is he

general readings—is registered around the landowner’s

willing to hire them in the last hour, he also offers fairness

generosity and magnanimity, which then called for

to the people who were denied an opportunity to work by
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paying them one denarius. Equivalent wages is his act of

the God of this Kingdom and this justice does not rest until

reconciliation. Earlier, the landowner must have somehow

all are in, which is what Lutheranism also proclaims.

ignored the potential workers even though he was in a
position to hire them. There are factors that made the
last-hired laborers invisible. The landowner takes responsibility for their lack of opportunity, if not for intentionally
denying them an opportunity to work. He compensates
them with an act of reconciliation and thus ensures equity,
fairness, and justice.
In the end all the workers were justified in the kingdom
of God. They were all made equal. Grace for all is a
subaltern perspective. Those who feel deserving of the
place in the Kingdom of God will resist grace, because it
makes them equal to the so-called undeserving. And yet,

Endnotes
1. Since the focus and scope of this essay is not to discuss
the question that Spivak asks, I can only here note its existence
and importance among a number of scholarly fields.
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